
 

Charters 2.0: Closing the achievement gap by creating a 
new generation of high-performing charter schools  

In the 2012 legislative session, Charter School Partners worked with a bipartisan group of legislators to 
introduce a series of initiatives to increase the number of high-performing charter schools in Minnesota. 
While some of those proposals have moved forward, both administratively and legislatively, several key 
policy changes remain to be addressed. 

CSP’s “Charters 2.0” initiative has four main goals: 
1. Financing the creation and growth of a new generation of high-performing charter schools, which 

include fast-tracking the replication of successful charters, particularly serving low-income students. 
2. Improving the leadership/teacher talent pipeline for charter schools serving low-income students. 
3. Increasing charter authorizer 

and board accountability to 
improve academic 
performance. 

4. Improving student achievement 
through greater District-Charter 
Collaboration (provision passed 
in the 2012 legislative session). 

2013 Legislative Session
For the 2013 legislative session, 
CSP  is supporting “Charters 2.0” 
legislation that will include:

1.  Financing the creation and 
growth of a new generation of 
high-performing charter 
schools, especially those 
serving low-income students. 
CSP supports legislation that 
will: 

• Allow new charters to 
receive 90% of the 
funding they are owed 
to educate their students 

“In city after city, the charter model has proven to be 
successful and effective in increasing academic performance 
and closing the achievement gap. In the Twin Cities, 8 out of 
the top 10 “Beating the Odds” public schools are charters 
(according to the Minneapolis Star Tribune); in New Orleans, 
13 out of the top 15 public schools are charters; in Denver, 7 
out the top 10 public schools are charters. The charter model 
offers greater autonomy and flexibility than traditional school 
models to close the gap. But the charter model only works if 
there is also effective accountability.”

Al Fan, Executive Director



in the same school year for their first five (5) years of operation 
(90/10 holdback).
• Expand finance options to mitigate the disproportionately adverse 
impact for charters of the state funding holdback, including possible 
state-backed loan guarantees, credit enhancement, or ‘Letter of Aid 
Anticipation’.
•Continue to seek parity with district schools for per pupil aid, 
including utilizing referendum levy dollars for charters.  

2. Rapidly increase the teacher talent pipeline for charter schools 
serving high-poverty student populations.  

• Increase the number of teachers --especially teachers of color -- in Minnesota, who have successful 
experience  helping low-income students in other states achieve at high levels by providing them licensure 
‘reciprocity’ when teaching in a charter school serving at least 50% low-income students. A teacher will 
receive and maintain a Minnesota’s teacher’s license (“Limited Reciprocity License”) upon the following 
conditions: 

• The teacher is licensed in another state.
• The teacher passes the Minnesota Teacher Licensure Examination (MTLE).
• The teacher works in a charter school serving at least 50% low income students.  

3.  Ensuring authorizer accountability for persistently low-performing schools. 
Charter schools have a unique social contract that promises greater accountability for the greater autonomy 
and flexibility it receives from the state. This provision would require an authorizer to close a charter school 
that is identified as persistently low performing by being in the bottom 15% of the state’s Multiple 
Measurement Rating (MMR) and Focus Rating(FR) for three consecutive years. However, it would also 
provide that:
• An authorizer would have the opportunity to continue allowing an identified school to operate -- despite 

its results on state accountability measures -- pending a public, written justification for this decision to the 
Education Commissioner.

• “Credit recovery” high school programs (to be defined by MDE) and schools with special education 
populations over 50% are exempted from this provision.  

Charter School Partners
Charter School Partners is a non-profit charter school support group founded in May 2009. CSP’s mission is to increase 
the number of high-performing charter schools in Minnesota and increase the number of low-income students being 
served by high-performing charters. 
To achieve this goal, CSP will assist 
in the creation of 20-new high-
performing, high-achieving charters 
in the next five years in 
Minneapolis(new, replications, 
good-to-great); continue to build a 
new Community of Charter School 
Excellence made up of the Twin 
Cities metro’s highest performing 
charters; and to advocate for 
statewide education-and charter-
reform policies.

For more information on Charter 
School Partners and its initiatives, 
please see our website at 
www.charterschoolpartners.org. 
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